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My dear Pathwaysians, 

2020 seemed a rather long yet short year…long because once the pandemic struck, it just did not seem

to come to an end & short as it felt incomplete not being able to interact with our Students in the

physical space & continually conducting everything online, be it Classes or Events. 

 

And the last month of this year appeared to be one of the shortest months of the year, as it saw only

academic focus for the older Students, MYP1 to MYP4 & DP1, going through a series of online End of

Semester Assessments; & DP2 Students going through their Trial 1. 

 

Students of MYP5 were engaged in strategizing their first ever online Personal Project Exhibition that was

very professionally conducted & steered. A Student-led initiative, ‘Udaan’, is a platform for MYP5 Students

to share their joys and explorations…their toils and mirth…their discoveries and inventions…towards the

culminating experience…showcasing their learning over the years! 111 Students exhibited their work with

immense enthusiasm across 14 Audis…all through an online enterprise.

 

Our little Pathwaysians from PYP, on the other hand, continued to be meaningfully engaged in their

regular online Timetable. 

 

AFS Intercultural Programs is an international, voluntary, non-governmental, non-profit organization that

provides intercultural learning opportunities to help people develop the knowledge, skills and

understanding needed to create a more just and peaceful world. A cultural program on Bollywood fusion

dance was organized by AFS in December for Students in the U-18 Category. Two of our Students

enthusiastically participated in the productive Event, Aadya Rastogi from MYP5 who performed on a

Bollywood fusion number & Bhavansh Saxena of PYP4 performed an Egypt cohort. The dances were

choreographed by Jeet Dave, an alumni of the AFS program. 

 

The hustle bustle of an extremely adventurous Calendar Year slowed down as the School closed for the

much awaited & deserved Winter Break, looking forward to a healthy, joyful & exciting 2021!

 Best wishes, 

Sonya Ghandy Mehta 

School Director
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MS. SONYA GHANDY MEHTA
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MINI MUN - Orientation Session for MYP1 

On 2nd December an orientation session of MUN was organized for the delegates of six different committees, led

by the respective Executive Boards. The Chairs, Vice Chairs and Rapporteurs did a fantastic job of explaining the

procedures and expectations of the committees – from position papers to GSL speeches, to moderated and

unmoderated caucus, in addition to other MUN parlance. The students of MYP1 had a host of questions and the

Executive Boards of the committees patiently answered all their queries. 

 Sessions on 'Mindful Hacks' for EOSA

A week prior to EOSAs , sessions on Mindful Hacks were organized for students of MYP 1-4 .

The well-being team of Pathways Aravali presented various tips and tricks to improve

concentration and focus while studying for an examination and deal with any kind of stress .

The sessions were knowledgeable , informative and fun for all students as it helped them

understand how one can be best prepared for an examination and even taught them

simple hacks to further improve their focus . 



Click HERE for the video capturing the essence of the event 

The MYP Well-Being team organized a four-day series of brief conversations with the parents, that aimed at

discussing practical strategies and skills that can help in strengthening the parent-child connection. The

discussion in the sessions mainly circled around the challenges faced during the Pandemic. and offered a

platform for the parents to share real-life scenarios with each other and collectively figuring out strategies to

guide the children in the right direction. As is evident from the name itself, the session provided parents an

avenue to share their concerns ‘transparently’ and work out possible solutions. Throughout the session, parents

were meaningfully engaged through energizers, activities, rapid-fire questions, giving situations to respond,

picking up real-life experiences and having fruitful discussions with practical strategies around them.
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MYP TransPARENT Conversations
14th - 17th December 

Digital Storython on Road safety - an initative by the Library Dept.

 Students of PYP2 to 5

enjoyed an engaging and

interactive ‘Digital Storython

on Road safety’ organized in

partnership with ReadnBond

& Ford India on 4th

December. They learnt about

safe driving and how to be

courteous and responsible

through a story narrative by

Ms. Seema Wahi Mukherjee,

a renowned storyteller. 

https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/nina_mal_pathways_in/Ec2Zqh5M_GhFkGdyqjQ2zpIBDrmvjnzvH-6fNI5gLaFKHA?e=8AdcO7


The Middle Years Programme at Pathways World School strongly advocates the skills of independent research
by investigating the topics of their interest. Students develop their own conceptual understandings by
indulging in active and constructive process that makes them responsible for their own learning.  

Students of MYP5 manifested their learning over the years in the form of Personal Project where they
exhibited the development of skills like of Research, Self-management, Thinking, Social and Communication
thus creating a strong foundation as lifelong learners.

Each student’s journey was unique, and they challenged themselves by taking up projects ranging from
cancer research to women empowerment to fashion and make-up. They showed an immense amount of
determination when they continued to work on their projects even during global pandemic. They modified
their plans according to the precautionary guidelines and did their best to come up with the best possible
outcome of the project. 

At Udaan, the Personal Project Exhibition held virtually on 18th December, Students shared the journey of their
‘flight to touch the dreams’ and achieving their goals that they had set for themselves months back.  

Click on the image below to view the brochure and
the videos of the Presentations by the Students
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 'Udaan' - Personal Projects

https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/nina_mal_pathways_in/Eoas-dcf_hBNn-oblEN8v5MBR591py5D6J7NMtXJaVI9Bw?e=HKg2fh


On 19th and 20th December   students from Pathways World School Aravali participated in the Eunoia Round

Square hosted by Seth Anandram Jaipuria School. Round Square provided students a wonderful opportunity to

interact and learn from various other participants of other schools.  

With the help of the Keynote Speakers like Dr. Tamanna Chaturvedi from the Indian Institute of Foreign Trade,

students were able to understand more about the concept of sustainability and its relevance in their daily life.

Likewise, the Barazza sessions were also very fruitful, as students from various schools came together and shared

their opinions and thoughts. Cultural performances allowed participants to showcase their talent and entertain

the audience. Participants truly enjoyed participating in the quizzes, interacting with other students, and asking

the keynote speakers questions.
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Eunoia Round Square 

Sunbeam Suncity Ideation Conclave

 12 MYP students along with 1 teacher

participated in the Sunbeam Suncity

Ideation Conclave 2020 held on the

20th and 21st of December.  270

students from the top 23 schools were

invited to participate in various

competitions.  Students put their best

foot forward in various inter-school

quizzes, debates, radio-plays, visual art

installations and creative writing

competitions and displayed immense

confidence and eagerness.  Tvisha

Gulati of MYP3 qualified as the ‘Best

Extempore Debate Speaker’.   
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 Congratulations to Medha Nair, PYP5, for securing a third position in the virtual event

‘Unboxed – Breaking Boundaries’ conducted by Pathways School, Noida. She made a

compelling speech on the topic “What Makes My School the Best School’ and made us proud

with her achievement!

Kudos to Satvik Bindal MYP3 for his initiative to

conduct a webinar for children about coding. His

confidence and knowledge about the subject is

commendable!

Click HERE to view the Webinar

https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/savya_bindal_pathways_in/EZ7Y-WorlZ9PowqRjqIeV3QBQyfhO-IrSSv47QZhyDR_tw?e=94TcEz
https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/savya_bindal_pathways_in/EZ7Y-WorlZ9PowqRjqIeV3QBQyfhO-IrSSv47QZhyDR_tw?e=94TcEz


Christmas Special 
 Residence Parents and Boarders enjoyed celebrating the true sense of Christmas, virtually. They were

delighted to watch the movie on Jesus Christ and sang Christmas carols with glee and joy.  They missed

being in the Residences physically and felt overwhelmed with a virtual visit to the Residences to see the

decorations. 
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Boarders share their creativity....
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Decoration in the Residences



Click on the image below to enjoy a melodious song by the Music fraternity in School 
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To mark the beginning of the New Year, Residence Parents organised a potluck dinner and get-together in

the Amazon Garden which was also attended by the School Director, GM Admin and Dean of Residences. 

 Everyone enjoyed the evening. Delicious food and the warmth of the bonfire added to the joy and fun.

https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/r/personal/nina_mal_pathways_in/Documents/Silent%20night-%20Christmas%20Project.mp4?csf=1&web=1&e=BErDjY

